
 

Did you participate in any of the following?  
Part-time work  

UniJob   

Work shadowing  

Volunteering  

EYE Training  

Work Based Learning module √ 

Graduate Head Start  

Did you use Careers & Employability?  If so, how did this help you? 
I had one to one support from a Career Consultant. The one to one sessions were definitely 
helpful in identifying my skills, both on a professional level and voluntary level. 

Do you have any advice to offer future graduates? 
I would have plenty of tips but to summarise, I would advise taking every opportunity that the 
university gives you in terms of guest lectures, portfolio workshops and attending degree shows 
both for this university and others. This was all extremely helpful and if I hadn’t attended a guest 
lecture in my third year, I would not have secured my first job. Making face to face contact with 
figures in the industry is massively helpful, as is using LinkedIn and Twitter to connect with other 
designers. Present yourself well, be enthusiastic - even through the hard final months of third 
year, put yourself out there and make the most of opportunities given to you. But most of all 
don’t worry, because worrying isn’t helpful. Make use of your Personal Academic Tutors if you 
find yourself struggling (which is perfectly normal).  
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What attracted you to the University of Chester? 

A few things, really. The homely feel of the campus and its close proximity to my home in 
Wirral. The course was also really appealing, as well as the University’s Christian 
foundations. 

What does your current role involve? 
As a User Experience Designer (UX designer for short), I am required to design for effectively three 
different screens – desktop, mobile and tablet, with the focus being on providing the best user 
experience possible. I work alongside other designers at the concept stages (lots of workshops and 
sketching out ideas), design researchers at user testing stages, and developers as the project moves 
ahead, ensuring that the final experience and design is second to none. We are always designing 
with the user’s needs as a priority.  

How did you choose this type of work? 
My second year work placement informed my third year of study considerably, and this encouraged 
me to explore the digital realms and eventually specialise in designing for digital.  

How did you get into your current role? 
  I saw the role advertised online on the company’s careers hub. Not really expecting anything to 
come of it, I applied and was invited to interview, along with completing a design task to test me 
out. 


